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ABSTRACT: Ultrafast infrared spectroscopy can reveal the dynamics of
vibrational excitations in matter. In its conventional far-ﬁeld implementation,
however, it provides only limited insight into nanoscale sample volumes due to
insuﬃcient spatial resolution and sensitivity. Here, we combine scatteringscanning near-ﬁeld optical microscopy (s-SNOM) with femtosecond infrared
vibrational spectroscopy to characterize the coherent vibrational dynamics of a
nanoscopic ensemble of C−F vibrational oscillators of polytetraﬂuoroethylene
(PTFE). The near-ﬁeld mode transfer between the induced vibrational molecular
coherence and the metallic scanning probe tip gives rise to a tip-mediated radiative
IR emission of the vibrational free-induction decay (FID). By increasing the tip−
sample coupling, we can enhance the vibrational dephasing of the induced coherent vibrational polarization and associated IR
FF
emission, with dephasing times up to TNF
2 ≃ 370 fs in competition against the intrinsic far-ﬁeld lifetime of T2 ≃ 680 fs as
dominated by nonradiative damping. Near-ﬁeld antenna-coupling thus provides for a new way to modify vibrational decoherence.
This approach of ultrafast s-SNOM enables the investigation of spatiotemporal dynamics and correlations with nanometer spatial
and femtosecond temporal resolution.
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In this work, we combine scattering-scanning near-ﬁeld
optical microscopy (s-SNOM) with femtosecond infrared
excitation for ultrafast coherent molecular vibrational nanospectroscopy. Mid-IR femtosecond pulses have already been
applied for their broad bandwidth in s-SNOM vibrational IR
spectroscopy.14−18 Building on these results, we demonstrate
the extension of s-SNOM to time-domain IR vibrational
nanospectroscopy. The metallic scanning probe tip localizes the
infrared ﬁeld to the nanoscale for a spatially conﬁned molecular
excitation. The tip in turn acquires the transient coherent
vibrational polarization through near-ﬁeld coupling. This leads
to radiative infrared emission through the optical antenna
properties of the tip. Using interferometric heterodyne
ampliﬁcation, we detect the associated coherent emission of
the vibrational free-induction decay (FID)19−21 of a nanoscale
ensemble of molecular oscillators in a spatially conﬁned volume
of 10−20 nm radius. Increasing the near-ﬁeld dipole−dipole
coupling between resonant molecular excitation and the tip
nano-antenna, we can increase the mode transfer between
molecular and tip transient polarizations and therefore enhance
the vibrational decoherence rate of the molecular excitation.
The approach provides for a new way to modify vibrational
coherence by antenna coupling and extends ultrafast IR
spectroscopy to the nanoscale for spatiotemporal vibrational
imaging on femtosecond time and nanometer length scales.

he aim of ultrafast spectroscopy is to characterize electron
dynamics, nuclear motions, and their coupling induced by
transient optical excitations in molecules and condensed
matter.1,2 The extension of ultrafast spectroscopy to two- and
higher-dimensional wavemixing techniques enables the study of
intra- and intermolecular coupling in the presence of structural
inhomogeneities and disorder.3,4 While the established
technique of photon echo spectroscopy delivers information
about the dynamics of the homogeneous subensemble, it
provides no insight into the underlying spatial distribution and
correlations of the inhomogeneities.5 The combination of
ultrafast spectroscopy with microscopy, however, has remained
challenging6−9 because of dispersion and aberration of the
microscope optics, low signal levels, and limited k-vector
control. Progress has been made to extend ultrafast microscopy
beyond the optical far-ﬁeld spatial resolution limit using
photoelectron emission, electron diﬀraction, and X-ray spectroscopy.10−12 However, the general applicability of these
emergent techniques in particular to molecular and soft matter
systems is still lacking, because they require special sample
preparation and are instrumentally demanding.
Mid-infrared radiation couples directly to nuclear motions via
IR-active vibrational modes in molecules or optical phonons in
solids. In ultrafast infrared spectroscopy, structural dynamics
can be probedinformation otherwise not always accessible by
continuous wave spectroscopies.13 However, because of its long
wavelength, the extension of IR spectroscopy into the microand nanoscale is particularly challenging.
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Figure 1. Femtosecond infrared vibrational scattering-scanning near-ﬁeld optical microscopy (s-SNOM). Experimental setup (a). Interferogram of
the 220 fs mid-IR laser pulse (b), with Fourier transform of the interferogram (c). Wavenumber dependence of refractive index n and absorption
coeﬃcient k of PTFE (d) are characterized by C−F symmetric and antisymmetric modes at ν1 = 1160 cm−1 and ν2 = 1220 cm−1, respectively.24

Experiment. A schematics of our experiment is shown in
Figure 1a. Mid-infrared femtosecond radiation, tunable from 5
to 10 μm, with an average power of ∼1 mW, pulse duration of
∼220 fs, and bandwidth of ∼50−100 cm−1 (fwhm) is obtained
by diﬀerence frequency generation in GaSe,22 of the signal and
idler output of an optical parametric oscillator (OPO,
Chameleon, APE, Germany) pumped by a high power
femtosecond Ti:S laser (MIRA, Coherent, 3.5 W). The IR
beam is collimated to a diameter of ∼10 mm, passes through a
beam splitter (BS), and is focused by a parabolic mirror (focal
length f = 25 mm, eﬀective NA = 0.25, spot size diameter ∼20
μm) onto the scanning probe tip of an atomic force microscope
(AFM, Innova, Bruker Inc.) modiﬁed for s-SNOM. The AFM is
operated in dynamic noncontact mode, and platinum coated
AFM probes (Arrow NCPT, Nanosensors) are used for the
experiments. The tip cantilever oscillates at a frequency of Ω ≈
254 kHz with an estimated tapping amplitude of 25 nm.
The IR light is p-polarized with respect to the tip shaft. The
tip-scattered light is collected in epi-detection, interferometrically heterodyned23 with the reference ﬁeld with variable time
delay through a dispersion compensation plate (CP), and
detected by an MCT detector (J15D12 M204 Judson). A lockin ampliﬁer (HF2Li, Zurich Instruments, Switzerland) is used
for signal demodulation with the reference frequency set to the
tip oscillation frequency Ω. Multiple harmonics (nΩ, n = 1, 2, 3,
...) of the optical signal are simultaneously recorded while
scanning the reference mirror position for heterodyne recording of the interferograms.
Figure 1b shows the interferometric linear autocorrelation of
a typical mid-IR pulse, corresponding to a duration of ∼220 fs.
Figure 1c shows the Fourier transform of that pulse with a
central wavenumber of 1170 cm−1 and a fwhm bandwidth of 70
cm−1. In our linear optical experiment, the interpretation of the
ultrafast dynamics is based on the assumption that the IR laser
pulse is fully spatially and temporally coherent.
We chose a ﬂat sample of polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE,
trade name Teﬂon) as a model system, for the high transition

dipole moment of the C−F bond and high oscillator density.
Figure 1d shows the complex refractive index ñ = n + ik of
PTFE obtained from the literature.24 The two dominant
vibrational modes are ν1 = 1160 cm−1 (symmetric stretch) and
ν2 = 1220 cm−1 (antisymmetric stretch).25 For enhanced tip−
sample coupling eﬃciency, we evaporate a gold ﬁlm with a
thickness gradient up to a few tens of nanometers onto the
PTFE samples, forming isolated gold clusters at low coverage
that percolate with increasing nominal ﬁlm thickness.
Results. The measurement and analysis of the FID
interferograms of time-domain s-SNOM directly allow for IR
vibrational nanospectroscopy.18 As an example, Figure 2a (blue
trace) shows an s-SNOM interferogram detected at the secondharmonic (2Ω) of the cantilever oscillation with the tip
engaged in noncontact mode feedback with the PTFE sample.
As a reference, we use the spectrally broad-band and
nonresonant near-ﬁeld response from a gold surface. The
envelope of its interferogram acquired under otherwise
identical experimental conditions is shown in part a (dashed
red). A clear resonant near-ﬁeld FID behavior is discerned. The
FID trace is dominated by ν1, with a weaker signal contribution
from ν2, as seen from the Fourier transform in Figure 2b. The
vibrational levels are indicated by blue dashed lines (for
corresponding results with the central wavelength tuned toward
ν2, see the Supporting Information, Figure S1). The beating
observed in the FID interferogram is due to the interference of
these two modes with each other and with the nonresonant
signal contributions.
As opposed to conventional symmetric Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy interferograms, the Fourier
transform of the asymmetric FID interferograms directly
provides the spectral amplitude and phase of the diﬀerent
vibrational modes.18 The resulting normalized spectral
amplitude (c) and baseline corrected spectral phase (d) exhibit
dispersive vs absorptive behavior, respectively, as is characteristic for s-SNOM18,26 in particular, or coherent spectroscopy in
general.27 Due to the large C−F oscillator strength and bulk
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Figure 2. Vibrational near-ﬁeld free-induction decay (FID) and Fourier transforms. Heterodyne near-ﬁeld interferogram at 2Ω demodulation (a,
blue) with nonresonant reference (envelope, red dashed). Corresponding Fourier transform with spectral amplitude of signal and laser pluse (b).
Corresponding and normalized spectral amplitude (c) and baseline corrected phase (d, solid line). FTIR absorption spectrum of PTFE from the
literature24 (black dashed) with symmetric ν1 and antisymmetric ν2 C−F modes. Interferogram from the ﬁrst harmonic demodulation at Ω (e).
Fourier transform of the FID tail (f) from diﬀerent harmonics shows FID is dominated by the resonant near-ﬁeld signal.

sample volume, in contrast to, e.g., surface monolayer,18 the
spectral s-SNOM phase deviates from the absorptive line shape
and peak position, in particular for the stronger ν1 mode (FTIR
absorption spectrum shown as a dashed line for comparison).
The imaginary part of the s-SNOM signal is approximately
linearly proportional to k(ω), with k(ω) being the molecular
extinction coeﬃcient.17,26,28 However, compared to the polar
coordinate representation of amplitude and phase, in Cartesian
coordinates of real and imaginary parts, the lineshapes and peak
positions are more sensitive to experimental uncertainties.29
A signiﬁcant beneﬁt of femtosecond time-domain s-SNOM
with pulse durations shorter than the vibrational dephasing
time is that it provides for a direct way to temporally separate
the resonant near-ﬁeld signal from a large nonresonant nearﬁeld and far-ﬁeld background. While the nonresonant response
is instantaneous, the FID tail is largely dominated by the
resonant near-ﬁeld signal. This temporal characteristics have
already been observed for the case of s-SNOM of long-lived
phonon polariton in solids.15
We extend this approach to the case of a pulse duration
shorter than the few hundred femtosecond molecular vibrational dephasing times. Figure 2e shows that this approach can
already be applied for the ﬁrst harmonics s-SNOM signal of
PTFE. Albeit overall dominated by the instantaneous background signal, the interferogram exhibits superior signal
intensity and signal-to-noise ratio of the FID tail compared to
the higher harmonics.
Figure 2f shows the Fourier transform of the FID tail for
delay times after the end of the exciting laser pulse. It exhibits a
resonant peak corresponding to the predominantly excited ν1
mode at the center laser wavelength. The contribution of ν2 is
further suppressed due to its faster dephasing time. The peak
proﬁle is nearly indistinct from the corresponding Fourier
transforms of the higher harmonics, e.g., 2Ω (blue) and 3Ω

(red) signals, where the far-ﬁeld background is suppressed due
to the higher-harmonic demodulation (see the Supporting
Information, Figures S2 and S3, for approach curves and
interferograms of diﬀerent harmonics). The FID signal in ﬁrst
harmonic detection provides about an order of magnitude
larger signal compared to the conventional higher-harmonics
demodulation approach for near-ﬁeld extraction. The signal
spectrum in this case does not exhibit the dispersive proﬁle
characteristic of the full interferogram analysis where the
dispersive spectral intensity is a result of the interference of the
resonant and nonresonant near- and far-ﬁeld signals. The
absence of any interfering nonresonant contributions thus leads
to symmetric spectral lineshapes.
The spectral shifts in the near-ﬁeld phase and amplitude
spectra compared to the incoherent linear absorption spectrum
are due to a combination of near-ﬁeld tip−sample coupling,
uncertainties in s-SNOM interferometer calibration, and
possible structural sample diﬀerences, e.g., in terms of diﬀerent
degrees of crystallinity of the PTFE used for the s-SNOM
experiment compared to the samples used for the ellipsometry
measurements.24
Following the ultrafast pump pulse excitation, coherent
polarization (primarily the ﬁrst order) is transferred between
the excited molecules and the metallic tip as a result of the
evanescent near-ﬁeld tip−sample coupling. The tip behaves as a
broad band nano-antenna, enhancing not only the excitation of
the coherent vibrational polarization but also the mode
transformation of vibrational near-ﬁeld polarization into farﬁeld radiation.30 This coupling and vibrational energy transfer
between the excited molecules and antenna modes of the tip
should increase the vibrational relaxation rate and decrease the
vibrational coherence time. From the FID tail of the timeresolved near-ﬁeld interferogram (Figure 2a), we can directly
estimate a vibrational dephasing time of T2 = 630 ± 10 fs for
1590
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Figure 3. Eﬀect of near-ﬁeld tip−sample coupling on the radiative free-induction decay. With increasing tip−sample coupling mediated by isolated to
percolated gold clusters, the dephasing time of the FID signal decreases (a) from T2 = 610 fs (position 3) to T2 = 540 fs (position 5) to T2 = 370 fs
(position 4). Corresponding short-time Fourier transformation of the laser spectrum (b) and PTFE FID signals (c−e). The dotted circle highlights a
spatiotemporal interference feature.

ν1.31 This value seems reduced compared to TFF
2 ≃ 680 ± 30 fs
derived from the line width of the C−F far-ﬁeld absorption
spectra.
The eﬃciency of the polarization transfer from the
vibrational excitation into both radiative and nonradiative
modes of the tip can be modiﬁed by increasing the eﬀective
antenna mode volume of the tip and/or increasing the tip−
sample dipole coupling eﬃciency. Using the PTFE sample
coated with gold clusters, this gives rise to an increase in ﬁeld
localization and nano-antenna vibrational mode interaction.
Figure 3a shows segments of the corresponding tip-scattered
near-ﬁeld FID behavior at diﬀerent sample locations ranging
from isolated (3, with similar behavior observed for positions 1
and 2, data not shown) to percolated (4, 5) gold clusters within
a few micrometers of spatial separation. The interferogram
intensities of the three diﬀerent locations are normalized with
respect to the amplitude of the second interferogram envelope
maxima at 660 fs. With increasing gold particle density, an
increasingly faster near-ﬁeld vibrational signal decay is
observed.
To better visualize the underlying spectral and temporal
evolution of the vibrational FID, we perform a short-time
Fourier transform18,32,33 using a Gaussian gate function of 200
fs duration to construct a spectrogram. Figure 3c−e shows the
resulting spectrograms in comparison with the corresponding
laser interferogram of Figure 3b. A marked decrease in
vibrational lifetime can be discerned with increasing eﬀective
gold coverage from an initially weakly perturbed T2 = 630 ± 10
fs to 610 ± 10 fs at position (3), 540 ± 10 fs at position (5),
and 370 ± 10 fs at position (4). The feature marked by white
circles around 400 fs is due to interference and red-shifts as the
relative spectral weight of resonant to nonresonant signal
contributions changes with decreasing T2.

The diﬀerent vibrational decoherence times are plotted in
Figure 4a as a function of the total noninterferometric s-SNOM

Figure 4. Enhancement of vibrational decoherence by near-ﬁeld
coupling. Decrease of observed decoherence time T2 vs spectrally
integrated homodyne s-SNOM intensity at diﬀerent sample locations
(dashed line as a guide to the eye). Insets: s-SNOM images with and
without heterodyne ampliﬁcation of the corresponding sample area.
The unusually short dephasing at location (4) suggests an extrinsic
resonant behavior of the gold nanostructure at the C−F resonance
frequency. This can give rise to very strong mode transfer yet
moderate intensity due to destructive signal interference.

intensities measured at the respective sample positions as
indicated. A general correlation is seen between the decrease of
T2 and an increase in s-SNOM intensity. While the increase in
total s-SNOM is solely due to the increase in gold particle
density and corresponding ﬁeld enhancement, this is equivalent
to an increase in mode volume and/or near-ﬁeld coupling
1591
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Figure 5. Decoherence time and radiative intensity vs near-ﬁeld coupling. Calculated decoherence time T2 vs eﬀective distance z/R0 describing the
near-ﬁeld mode transfer ΓNF(z) (a). Dependence of expected radiative s-SNOM signal as a function of coupling eﬃciency (b). The diﬀerent regimes
of emission enhancement vs quenching depend on the intrinsic molecular radiative quantum yield Φ. The behavior for typical values of tip radius r =
20 nm, critical distance R0 = 3 nm, and antenna radiative quantum yield of 50% is given as an example (a, solid line). This corresponds to the general
condition of the vibrational FID s-SNOM experiment (b, lower white dashed line) with low intrinsic radiative quantum yield, and with a monotonic
increase in radiative intensity with increasing near-ﬁeld coupling. Higher intrinsic molecular quantum yield Φ exhibits quenching at short eﬀective
distance, as in the case of tip-enhanced luminescence (b, upper white dashed line).

dephasing time. The image dipole model explains the spectral
phase behavior observed and the characteristic dispersive
amplitude proﬁles as a result of the interference between
these diﬀerent terms with corresponding real and imaginary
contributions of the resonant tip−sample polarizability. In the
time domain, the two vibrational resonances manifest
themselves in the beating of the FID proﬁles (Figure 2a).
Furthermore, the model reproduces the observed spectrotemporal interference feature indicated in Figure 3c (see the
Supporting Information, Figure S7).
The key aspect the image dipole model does not capture is
the coherent energy transfer between the molecular vibrational
excitation and the antenna mode of the tip. The dynamic
behavior resulting from the image dipole model is limited to the
intrinsic dynamics of the sample resonances, which is assumed
to be unperturbed by the local dielectric surrounding created by
the presence of the metallic tip in this case.
The intrinsic radiative lifetime of a vibrational excitation can
generally be ∼10 μs or more due to the large mode mismatch
between molecular oscillators and the IR far-ﬁeld electromagnetic density of states.36 With typical decay times of
polyatomic molecules or in condensed phase being dominated
by fast nonradiative intra- and intermolecular coherent and
incoherent energy transfer on picosecond time scales, radiative
emission is generally very weak.37 However, for molecules in
close proximity to a metal nanostructure, near-ﬁeld polarization
transfer can occur via dipole−dipole coupling. This opens
additional radiative and nonradiative decay channels for the
vibrational excitation via the antenna modes of the tip,
associated with a net decrease in vibrational lifetime.
Figure 5a (inset) shows a schematic indicating the
competition between the nonradiative intramolecular decay
rate Γint and the energy transfer to the antenna described by
ΓNF(z). The polarization transfer between the coherent
molecular excitation P(t) and the antenna polarization PA(t)
can be described through a set of coupled rate equations given
by

eﬃciency through which the energy is transferred, leading to a
more eﬀective decay of the molecular polarization.
Interestingly, the lowest value of T2 = 370 fs measured at
location (4) (see Figure 4) deviates from that trend with an
unexpectedly low apparent total s-SNOM intensity. The upper
inset shows a homodyne intensity s-SNOM scan in comparison
with one using phase-sensitive interferometric heterodyne
ampliﬁcation (below) of the corresponding sample area with
the diﬀerent interferometric FID measurement locations
indicated. In the latter, a larger signal at location (4) (dashed
area) compared to the other locations and compared to its
noninterferometric detection is observed. This suggests that the
induced polarization at location (4) is out of phase with respect
to the other locations due to, e.g., an extrinsic IR antenna
resonance in the metallic nanostructure at that point. Such an
antenna resonance would strongly increase the electromagnetic
density of states in close proximity to the molecules, thus
providing for an eﬃcient dephasing channel for the molecular
polarization.
Discussion. The near-ﬁeld response and resulting light
scattering due to the near-ﬁeld tip−sample coupling can
qualitatively be modeled by treating the tip as a small
polarizable sphere in the quasi-static limit (d ≪ λ) positioned
in close proximity to the sample. The image dipole of the tip
reﬂects the local dielectric function of the sample with its
resonances.26,34,35 In this image dipole model, the far-ﬁeld
excitation of the tip eﬃciently induces the coherent molecular
polarization in the ﬁeld-enhanced near-ﬁeld region of the apex.
This induced coupled polarization of tip apex and sample
collectively and coherently emits the detectable radiation.
Assuming a broadband coherent pump pulse, we can
qualitatively describe the proﬁle of the observed FID behavior
in either the frequency or the time domain (see the Supporting
Information, Figure S5). The near-ﬁeld signal is a coherent
superposition of a frequency independent nonresonant
instantaneous response and the resonant vibrational contributions that maintain its coherent polarization according to its
1592
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From eq 4, we can see that the near-ﬁeld signal in the time
domain SNF(t) is directly proportional to the molecular
polarization P(t). In addition to the acceleration of the
molecular vibrational decoherence, ΓNF(z) is responsible for
the conversion of the molecular evanescent near-ﬁeld molecular
polarization into detectable far-ﬁeld emission. Surface metallization has the equivalent function of decreasing the tip−
sample distance, improving the mode overlap and/or mode
volume of the antenna via the eﬀective ΓNF(z).
Such metal-enhanced vibrational molecular decoherence and
radiative emission is on a fundamental level analogous to the
competition between ﬁeld enhancement and quenching of the
ﬂuorescence of molecules or atoms coupled to a metal surface40
or plasmonic nanostructure.41 For its uniﬁed description, we
consider that, concurrent with the decrease in decoherence
time, the local ﬁeld enhancement - at the tip gives rise to an
increase in excitation rate. Here, the tip dipole acquires the farﬁeld excitation Einc and drives the molecules in the sample
coherently with increased eﬃciency depending on the local
ﬁeld strength E loc ∝ -E inc . However, despite the tip-induced
increase in excitation rate and decrease in molecular lifetime,
the overall radiated signal intensity increase is limited by
unavoidable ohmic damping which is a signiﬁcant fraction of
the transferred polarization to the tip.
In contrast to the ineﬃcient far-ﬁeld infrared vibrational
emission, molecular electronic ﬂuorescence exhibits appreciable
free-space radiative emission on nanosecond time scales (high
quantum yield), with comparably weak nonradiative intramolecular decay pathways expressed through the molecular
radiative quantum yield Φ = Γmrad/(Γint + Γmrad). Introducing
an empirical tip−sample distance dependence for the local ﬁeld
enhancement - ∝ 1/(r + z)3 with tip radius r, we can extend
the model calculation from above to derive the expected
radiative s-SNOM intensity as a function of quantum yield and
tip−sample distance, as shown in Figure 5b.
For appreciable quantum yields, molecular ﬂuorescence
undergoes a crossover from an intensity increase due to ﬁeld
enhancement and a higher excitation rate to an intensity
decrease at close proximity between the molecule and the metal
dominated by its nonradiative damping. In contrast to
electronic ﬂuorescence, for vibrational excitation with negligible
intrinsic molecular radiative damping, any degree of coupling
via ΓNF(z) will open the radiative decay channel Γrad as the only
radiative emission pathway. Hence, with increasing coupling
ΓNF to the tip/nanostructure, the radiative emission will
increase monotonically, associated with a decrease in molecular
dephasing time T2 (lower white dashed line).
This ability to eﬀectively transfer evanescent near-ﬁeld
polarization into far-ﬁeld radiation by antenna coupling has
interesting implications on coherent spectroscopy. In conventional coherent wave-mixing experiments, the induced coherent
vibrational polarization is probed by successive laser pulses to
generate a photon echo42 or by frequency up-conversion as in
the case of sum-frequency generation.43 In the near-ﬁeld
approach, the antenna coupling directly generates the
detectable far-ﬁeld signal which is proportional to P(t), with
SNF(t) ∝ P(t); i.e., the scattered resonant near-ﬁeld signal has
the same temporal behavior as the molecular polarization.
Therefore, combining the nanospectroscopic s-SNOM capability with appropriate ultrafast wave-mixing techniques,
femtosecond coherent spectroscopy can be extended to the
nanoscale, providing enhanced sensitivity and nanometer

dP(t )
= −[Γint + Γmrad + ΓNF(z)]P(t ) + ΓNF(z)PA(t )
dt
(1)

with Γmrad being the molecular radiative decay rate, and
dPA(t )
= −[Γohmic + Γrad + ΓNF(z)]PA(t ) + ΓNF(z)P(t )
dt
(2)

with Γrad and Γohmic describing the radiative and nonradiative
damping of the antenna, respectively.
Without loss in generality, we describe the near-ﬁeld
coupling and mode transfer ΓNF(z) between the molecular
excitation and the metallic tip by dipole−dipole coupling with
an eﬀective distance dependence, similar to molecular energy
transfer in ﬂuorescence resonant energy transfer (FRET) as
ΓNF(z) ∝ (1/τnf)(R0/z)n. The distance z and critical distance R0
are on the order of the tip apex radius consistent with the nearﬁeld tip−sample distance dependence, and the exponent n is
between 3 and 6 depending on the size and dimensionality of
the coupled elements. The metal nanostructure, with polarizability proportional to its mesoscopic volume, and possibly
enhanced via resonant plasmon or antenna modes, exhibits a
greatly improved coupling to the far-ﬁeld density of states.38 In
contrast to the visible spectral range, at IR frequencies, Pt has a
high optical conductivity comparable to Au and Ag. Following
Mie theory, eﬀective radiative (optical antenna eﬀect) emission
is expected, possibly exceeding the nonradiative (ohmic) loss
with 1/Γohmic ≈ 20 fs given by the Drude relaxation time (refs
36 and 39 and references therein).
Assuming 1/(Γohmic + Γrad) = Tantenna
≃ 10 fs (i.e., antenna
2
radiative quantum yield of Φ = 50%), Γmrad ≈ 0 fs−1, and n = 3,
from solving the coupled rate equations, we can derive the
change in molecular dephasing time T2 with increasing nearﬁeld antenna coupling, as shown in Figure 5a. For large tip−
sample separation and hence weak evanescent near-ﬁeld
coupling to the tip, T2 asymptotically approaches the primarily
nonradiative far-ﬁeld C−F vibrational relaxation time TFF
2 = 1/
Γint ≈ 680 fs (top horizontal dotted line). In the limit of strong
coupling and eﬃcient mode transfer to the tip, the molecular
damping becomes rate limited only by the antenna damping
and the dephasing time approaches that of the antenna Tantenna
2
≃ 10 fs. With almost 2 orders of magnitude faster antenna
damping compared to the molecular damping, under the weak
near-ﬁeld coupling condition, the behavior can be approximated by 1/T2 = 1/TFF
2 + ΓNF(z) (dashed red curve).
Due to the fast antenna relaxation compared to molecular
dephasing, we can assume a steady state condition dPA(t)/dt ≈
0 for a wide range of coupling eﬃciencies ΓNF(z). From eq 2,
we then obtain
PA(t )
ΓNF(z)
=
P(t )
Γohmic + Γrad + ΓNF

(3)

which reﬂects the partition of the induced coherent polarization
between molecular vibrations and tip/antenna electronic
polarization. With the radiative emission SNF(t) ∝ ΓradPA(t) +
ΓmradP(t), we then obtain a steady state solution for the
radiative s-SNOM signal given by
⎡
⎤
ΓradΓNF(z)
S NF(t ) ∝ ⎢
+ Γmrad⎥P(t )
⎣ Γohmic + Γrad + ΓNF(z)
⎦

(4)

for the general case including ﬁnite values for Γmrad.
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spatial resolution. This includes multidimensional spectroscopy,
in, e.g., photon echo implementation, potentially giving insight
into the spatiotemporal dynamics and coupling on the
nanometer−femtosecond scale.
s-SNOM can be further improved in sensitivity by designing
antennas for near-ﬁeld nanospectroscopy with increased Γrad.
The extension to the use of resonant plasmonic or antenna
modes in the tips would provide higher ﬁeld enhancement and
greatly improve the coupling to the far-ﬁeld density of states;
however, the temporal convolution, phase eﬀects and
interference, and resonant splitting might complicate signal
interpretation.44 A similar eﬀect of reduced vibrational
coherence time would be expected in surface-enhanced infrared
absorption (SEIRA), yet even for the case of vibrational overlap
with resonant IR antenna modes of the metal nanostructure,
the signal is still dominated by a spatial average over an
extended near-ﬁeld region, making the observation diﬃcult.45,46
Conclusion. Our results of tip-induced radiative infrared
vibrational molecular emission with enhancement of the
radiative free-induction decay rate by tip−sample coupling is
to the best of our knowledge the ﬁrst such observation in
vibrational spectroscopy. Taking advantage of the optical
antenna properties and ﬁeld localization of metallic scanning
probe tips improves mode matching between the near-ﬁeld
molecular oscillator polarization and far-ﬁeld density of states.
This results in enhanced sensitivity of coherent IR spectroscopy
compared to conventional far-ﬁeld spectroscopy. The process
can be further tuned by controlling the coupling eﬃciency
between molecular dipole and antenna, and the design of
selective IR plasmonic antenna resonances in the tip at the
molecular resonance frequency. This provides a new handle to
modify molecular vibrational decoherence by the antennainduced near-ﬁeld coupling. Under weak near-ﬁeld coupling,
the radiative emission of the tip can produce an echo equivalent
signal as desired for two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy. By
suitable tailoring of infrared laser excitation pulses,47 and with
heterodyne detection on the resonant near-ﬁeld scattering with
a reference pulse, it is in principle possible to implement
coherent two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy in the nanoscale with s-SNOM. This would open the possibility of
elucidating underlying mechanisms of homogeneous and
inhomogeneous broadening in heterogeneous media. Under
the strong near-ﬁeld coupling regime, the coherent implementation of nanoparticle-enhanced 2D infrared spectroscopy is
expected to provide interesting complementary results to our
work.48
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